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and defended by Wall Bahadur who, not true to the sail he had
eaten of the previous sarkar, attached himself to Mysore,
became a traitor, and was lyin# in ambush with four hundred
men from the army of the three enemies to prevent the passage
of provisions from Tondaman. llasjrat-i-A'la attacked that
fortl in person with great bravery, subjugated it and levelled it
to the ground. The troops garrisoned there, were made life-
prisoners, and led to Dfiru'n-nasr.
When IJa/JMt-i-Alfi by the grace of (lod found success
in subjugating the fort and in opening the highways on all
sides, he learnt that the forces of the three enemies were
camping at the temple of Srirang iincl Jhamglr, between the
two rivers, seeking an opportunity to attack the fort of Nattluir-
nagar. His army was but small, yet he deemed it prudent to
exhibit its strength, power, and dignity. So, he resolved to
march through a way where there is no necessity to cross the
Kaveri and attack the enemy in the night. He started with
his victorious army from Ufiru'n-nasr and readied Koyiladi2
situated to the east of the fort at a distance of five knrdh.
On account of the setting in of heavy and continuous rains for
forty days, the consequent overflowing of the rivers, and the
excess of slush it was impossible for men to proceed without
the fear of getting drowned; so he found it necessary to halt
there for a long time. He considered it difficult to execute his
plan of night assault on account of the impossibility of moving
the wheels of the cannon. In the meanwhile the infantry of
Nandraj according to their wont, laid violent hands on travcl-
 (1)	The French had a small force in the Uyyakonclan battery, adjoining
a channel of the same name, to the west of the Trichinopoly town. Lawrence
attacked it, and took about 400 of the enemy prisoners.
 (2)	Lawrence resolved to pass  the rainy season in cantonment on the
border of   Tanjore and   moved to Koiladi accompanied by the Nawwab.
400 sepoys  and  a body oE   ISO Europeans  were sent  to Trichinopoly   to
strengthen its garrison.
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